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Abstract: Catalytic hydrogenation of aldehydes is required as the stabilizing step in bio-oils
conversion. Ruthenium supported on carbon was used in the present work for hydrogenation
of furfural (FF) to furfuryl alcohol (FA). Converting a biochar with no surface area and low carboxyl
groups surface density to an outstanding catalyst support using a very simple mild air/steam
oxidation is the original contribution of this work. The mildly oxidized biochar is impregnated with a
targeted loading of 2.5 wt.% Ru via ion-exchange, using Ru(NH3)6Cl2 precursor. ICP analysis shows
that the mild oxidation increases Ru adsorption capacity of untreated biochar from 1.2 to 2.2 wt.%.
H2 chemisorption and TEM analysis indicate that the preliminary mild oxidation leads to higher
Ru dispersion. XPS analysis also shows that the treatment prevents Ru from surface segregation.
The highest value of 93% FA selectivity at 53% FF conversion was obtained in a batch autoclave
reactor under optimized conditions.

Keywords: biochar oxidation; surface oxygenated functional groups; ion-exchange; Ru/C catalyst;
furfural hydrogenation

1. Introduction

In an effort to find alternatives to fossil fuel, biomass has been proposed as a source of carbon
to produce bio-oil [1]. The bio-oil, however, has much lower energy than traditional petroleum fuels,
due to its high oxygen content (45 to 50 wt.%), low pH value, complex composition, and instability
leading to phase separation with time. Bio-oil conversion to liquid fuel thus requires refining processes
typically performed on crude-oil, such as aqueous-phase processing, hydrotreating, and thermal
cracking [2,3].

Sanna et al. [4] mentioned that despite the expenses of hydrotreating processes, they should
be implemented as they provide higher selectivities to desired hydrocarbon products. Elliott [5]
suggested considering hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) as a crucial step of bio-oils treatment, removing
the oxygen present in unsaturated oxygen-containing functionalities in the liquid. Following earlier
suggestions [6], he has thus proposed two-step HDO processes for pyrolysis oil, first performing
mild hydrogenation under low temperature conditions, e.g., 100 to 140 ◦C, to saturate aldehydes and
ketones. This step increases the stability of the oil and reduces the rate of coke formation under the
severe conditions of HDO [7]. The second step is then bio-oil hydrotreating at higher temperature
(200 to 300 ◦C), with the aim of completely deoxygenating the bio-oil. The present work focuses on the
first step, namely aldehyde conversion exemplified by furfural hydrogenation.

Investigating the opportunities for bio-based products, Bozell and Petersen [8] have listed furfural
as one of the top ten chemicals, possessing nine special criteria and having received significant attention
in the literature, to be considered to be an energy platform molecule. Furfuryl alcohol is one of the most
interesting furfural derivatives, used in the production of dark thermostatic resins, synthetic fibers,
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and some dietary supplements, such as vitamin C [9–11]. Furfuryl alcohol is the almost exclusive
intermediate in the commercial production of levulinic acid, another identified platform molecule [12].

Hydrogenation of furfural to furfuryl alcohol requires catalysts. As reviewed by Long et al. [13],
it was performed using non-precious metal such as Cu-based catalysts, ferrous metal (Fe, Ni, Co)-based
catalysts, solid acid-based catalysts such as MgO, ZrO(OH)2, and precious metals such as
Ru, Pt, Pd-based catalysts. Apart from reaction conditions, the type of metal indeed affects product
selectivity. For instance, Cu-based catalysts could not open furan rings due to their exclusion from
copper surfaces, but they have been reported to strongly react with C O bonds. Using these catalysts,
the reaction should however be performed under severe high temperature and pressure conditions [14].
According to a review of aqueous-phase hydrogenation of bio-sourced chemicals published by
Besson et al. [15], ruthenium metal particles supported on carbons and oxides have been reported as
the most promising catalysts, resulting in a rapid and selective conversion of carbonyl moieties of
aldehydes into their corresponding alcohols [16]. To the best of our knowledge, Kaliaguine’s group
was the first to report successful hydrogenation of aldehydes in bio-oils using Ru-based catalysts [6].

Ru catalysts can be synthesized in supported or unsupported form. The deposition of active
metals on a support prevents their sintering, thereby improving the catalytic activity. Among the
different types of supports such as silica [17], alumina [18], and zeolites [19], carbonaceous materials
have been vastly used, notably owing to their unique characteristics [20]. These include high surface
area, the presence of oxygen-containing surface functional groups, physical stability, and chemical
inertness [21,22]. Most of biochars show however poor specific surface area and surface density of
oxygen-containing functional groups, thus requiring surface modification [23]. A common method of
catalysts preparation is incipient wetness impregnation (IWI), where a porous support is filled with
a certain quantity of precursor solution equivalent to its total pore volume. Catalysts preparation
via adsorption process is another method [24–34]. Adsorption from aqueous solutions is based on
ion-exchange (IE), mainly performed when a low metal loading is targeted [35]. In comparison with
IWI, adsorption is used for supports with high density of acidic surface functional groups. It was
reported that IE results in higher dispersion than IWI [24,36].

In the 2017 review reported by Lee et al. [37], biochar was mentioned as an excellent catalyst
support, but there is still meager research in this particular application. The main problem is still finding
an efficient approach toward biochar impregnation with metal particles. A unique pyrolysis biochar
with very low specific surface area was produced by Pyrovac Inc. [38]. In the present work, this biochar
surface was modified by mild air/steam oxidation to provide this material with high density of
carboxylic surface functional groups, allowing catalysts preparation via ion-exchange. The prepared
catalysts were characterized using N2 physisorption, elemental and ICP analyses, SEM/EDX, TEM, H2
chemisorption, TPR, and XPS. Catalysts activity was examined in the hydrogenation of furfural under
mild temperature conditions using an autoclave batch reactor. The products were quantified using
GC analysis. The effects of reaction parameters including temperature, H2 pressure, mass of catalyst,
and agitation time were also investigated.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. TPR, Nitrogen Physisorption, and Elemental Analyses

The results of TPR analysis are presented in Figure 1. The positive peaks of TPR analysis detected
as TCD signals, indicate H2 adsorption over the sample surface from a constant gas flow, while the
negative ones represent H2 desorption from the surface into the flow.
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Figure 1. TPR analysis.

Implementing the method of Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS), Mitchell et al. [39] have predicted
four expected phenomena during hydrogen adsorption over carbons and carbon supported metal
catalysts, as follows: (I) spillover mobile hydrogen atoms weakly bound to the saturated/unsaturated
carbons, (II) spillover hydrogen atoms strongly bound to unsaturated carbons, likely at carbon edge
and/or defective basal planes, (III) hydrogen adsorption as dihydrogen molecular ions (H +

2 ), and (IV)
hydrogen atoms bound to Ru particles. Biochar sample (“BC”) shows only a negative TPR peak.
Hydrogen atoms may possibly be accumulated around unsaturated carbons at lower temperature
by the first above-mentioned process (I), and then easily released to the flowing Ar above 450 ◦C.
These bonds, however, seem to become saturated upon oxidation. Oxidized biochar (sample “OBC”),
therefore, shows only a positive TPR peak over the same temperature range, where the hydrogen
desorption from the surface of sample “BC” has been observed. This peak might be related to hydrogen
reacting with C OH bonds of recalcitrant oxygen-containing surface functional groups like phenols,
resulting in the formation of C H and water. For the samples loaded with Ru, two peaks at 450 and
530 ◦C were observed. According to literature, the first positive peak is attributed to Ru particles,
proposing the best temperature of catalyst reduction to be around 450 ◦C [24]. The area below this peak
in sample “Ru-OBC” was apparently found to be much higher than sample “Ru-BC”, corresponding
to a higher Ru loading and dispersion on the former. Both samples showed a secondary negative
TPR peak. Conner and Falconer [40] have attributed this observation to the hydrogen spillover from
Ru particles. Mitchell et al. [39] also reported that the type of active site influences hydrogen uptake.
For instance, Ru uptakes more hydrogen than Pt both supported on carbon, thereby resulting in a
higher spillover. Some or all the above-mentioned possibilities might thus result in the release of
hydrogen molecules as the negative peak in TPR profiles. This phenomenon may thus be responsible
for the broader negative TPR peak in sample “Ru-BC” than “BC” with no Ru. The area of the peak
in the former is also higher than that of sample “Ru-OBC”, due to the combination of the negative
peak in TPR profile of sample “BC” with spilt over hydrogen generated on Ru. This difference could
be also discussed according to the work of Li and Lueking [41]. They have reported that lactonic
functional groups provide a stronger hydrogen adsorption binding energy than the other types, thereby
resulting in more spilt over hydrogen. Lactonic surface concentrations measured by Boehm titration
have been discussed in detail in our previous works [38,42]. The results show that these groups form
37 and 20 mol.% of total acidic surface functional groups in samples “BC” and “OBC”, respectively
(see Table 1).

Samples were analyzed using nitrogen physisorption equilibrium isotherms with the corresponding
results being presented in Figure 2a and Table 2. A maximum degassing temperature of 300 ◦C is
mostly used by researchers for carbonaceous materials. Higher temperature may change the surface
morphology of the sample, resulting in an overestimated specific surface area [43]. As mentioned
above (Section 3.3), all samples of this work have been degassed under vacuum at 300 ◦C. Using these
degassing conditions, no nitrogen physisorption was obtained neither for sample “BC”, nor sample
“Ru-BC”. This might be due to pore filling or coverage of the external particle surfaces of the biochar
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with heavy fractions of pyrolysis bio-oil (tar), which easily undergo polymerization. Biochar oxidation
with air/steam under the mild conditions used in this work, moderately released the “BC” surface,
resulting in nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms of type I for sample “OBC”, as depicted in
Figure 2a. With a final yield of 15 wt.% (based on initial dry biomass) due to the sample burn-off,
the oxidation leads to a biochar with SBET = 26 m2 g−1 (Table 2). A similar isotherm, but with lower
adsorption capacity was also observed for the oxidized biochar loaded with Ru (sample “Ru-OBC”).
This isotherm type is a typical feature of materials with narrow micropores.

Pore size distributions (PSD) are depicted in Figure 2b–d, representing PSD estimated using BJH,
QSDFT, and NLDFT, respectively. As summarized in Table 2, average pore diameters of 0.9, 1, and
1.2 nm were found for sample “OBC” using the above-mentioned approaches. These methods yielded
estimates of average pore diameters of 1, 1.2, and 1.3 nm for sample “Ru-OBC”. For both samples,
NLDFT yielded a slightly higher average pore diameter, which is a commonly reported result (see for
example Ref. [44]). Comparing Figure 2b–d shows that the NLDFT method provides a more detailed
representation of a multimode PSD, with a selective pore volume decrease of the lower diameter mode,
upon Ru adsorption.

All samples except the reduced ones were submitted to elemental analysis, and the results are
presented in Table 3. The oxygen fraction of sample “BC” increases upon oxidation from 24 to 40.8 wt.%,
with resulting carbon content decrease from 71.8 to 62.5 wt.%. A same order of magnitude in the range
of 2.8 to 3.7 wt.% was observed for hydrogen content of all samples. The nitrogen fraction of 0.5 wt.%
in samples “BC” and “OBC” increased upon their impregnation with ruthenium species to 1.5 and
3.7 wt.%, respectively. These increases may be due to some nitrogen of Ru(NH3) 2+

6 , as well as NH4OH
used in the catalyst’s preparation. Considering the targeted Ru loading of 2.5 wt.%, the Ru contents on
samples “Ru-BC” and “Ru-OBC”, were respectively equal to 1.2 and 2.2 wt.%. The higher nitrogen
amount of sample “Ru-OBC” is related to a higher adsorption of the cationic complexes. The maximal
adsorption capacity of sample “OBC” for Ru cations can be estimated equivalent to the concentration
of carboxylic groups (4.2 mmol g−1, summarized in Table 1). Having 2.2 wt.% Ru on sample “Ru-OBC”
reveals that its surface has been over exchanged by impregnation.

Table 1. Boehm’s Concentration of Oxygenated Functionalities (mmol g−1
Sample).

Sample Total Carboxyl Lactone Phenol pHpzc

BC 2.2 0.4 0.8 1 5.8
OBC 6.8 4.2 1.4 1.2 4.1

Table 2. Nitrogen Adsorption-Desorption Analysis.

SBET Dpore (nm) Vtotal Yield a

(m2g−1) BJH QSDFT NLDFT (cm3 g−1) (wt.%)

BC - - - - - 27.8
OBC 26 0.9 1 1.2 14× 10−3 15
Ru-OBC 9 1 1.2 1.3 9× 10−3 -

a Biomass feedstock.

Table 3. Elemental Analysis (Mass Percentages).

C N H O Ru

BC 71.8 0.5 3.7 24 0
OBC 62.5 0.5 2.8 40.8 0
Ru-BC 70.9 1.5 3.7 22.7 1.2
Ru-OBC 57.4 3.7 2.9 33.8 2.2
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Figure 2. (a) Adsorption-desorption isotherms of nitrogen physisorption analysis; Pore size distribution (PSD) obtained by (b) BJH method, (c) QSDFT, and (d)
NLDFT methods, considering slit type pores. Note: V is the volume of adsorbed N2, dV(dp) is the differential cumulative adsorbed volume as a function of pore
diameter (dp), and P/Po the relative pressure.
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2.2. SEM/EDX, TEM, and Chemisorption Analyses

SEM photographs are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a–d show secondary electron images of samples
“BC” and “OBC”. In these figures, the presented EDX spectra are corresponding to the zone, i.e., Z1,
where the highest oxygen content was observed. Instead, in Figure 3e–f captured from back-scattered
electrons, the EDX spectra of the zone with the highest content of Ru, i.e., Z2, are shown. The atomic
percentages of the elements found by EDX are also summarized in Table 4. In all photographs, zone Z1
with the highest oxygen fraction was observed at the outer edge of ducts, parallel to biochar fibrils.
The highest values of oxygen fraction found in Figure 3a–c, were thus equal to 18 and 29 at.% for
samples “BC” and “OBC”, respectively. Instead, the highest values of Ru fraction in both samples
“Ru-BC” and “Ru-OBC” were found on pore entrance (i.e., Z2) shown in Figure 3e–f, where oxygen
content is lower. The atomic percentage of Ru in samples “Ru-BC” and “Ru-OBC” zones Z2 were
equal to 0.5 and 5.5 at.%, respectively. This zone of the samples also showed the highest content of
minerals (the total amount of Mg, Ca, K, and Na), equal to 5 and 1.5 at.%. Our previous work on Pb2+

cation-exchange showed that zone Z1 of the oxidized biochar is the most convenient place for lead
ions to adsorb [42]. In this case, the Pb2+ concentration was however lower than the sorbent saturation
capacity. Finding Ru in zone Z2 supports the previous claim about the over exchange of sample “OBC”
with ruthenium.

Table 4. EDX Analyses (Atomic Percentages).

C O Ru Minerals

Z1 a Z2 Z1 Z2 Z1 Z2 Z1 Z2

BC (Figure 3a) 82 82 18 17.5 - - 0 0.5
BC (Figure 3b) 87 96.5 12.5 0 - - 0.5 3.5
OBC (Figure 3c) 70 80 29 18.5 - - 0.2 1
OBC (Figure 3d) 75.4 85.5 24.4 13.5 - - 0.2 1
Ru-BC (Figure 3e) 89.2 91 10.6 3.5 0.2 0.5 0 5
Ru-OBC (Figure 3f) 75 76 24 17 0.3 5.5 0.7 1.5

a Letter Z represents the zones indicated in Figure 3.

TEM photographs are shown in Figure 4. As found in Figure 4a, sample “BC” has obviously
bulky nonporous particles. The transparent edge of the specimen surface in Figure 4b shows that
mild air/steam oxidation has introduced a minor porosity in the pyrolysis biochar. The average Ru
particle size and its dispersion in samples “Ru-BC” and “Ru-OBC” are determined using Figure 4c,d,
and summarized in Table 5. According to the TEM results, Ru particles have a smaller average
particle size (dave) on specimen “Ru-OBC” than “Ru-BC”, equal to 2.6 and 3.7 nm, respectively.
These data indicate that the former has a higher Ru dispersion of 50% compared to the “Ru-BC”
value of 35%. Figure 4e,f show that Ru particles are better-dispersed on sample “Ru-OBC” obtained via
IE, as increasing the photograph resolution allows detecting finer Ru particles. The average Ru particle
size of 3.3 and 1.4 nm were obtained from those images, respectively. The latter, with more significance,
is in good accordance with the work of Toebes et al. [45] who studied the effect of oxygen-containing
surface groups on synthesizing carbon nanofiber-supported Ru catalysts, even if these authors have
used STEM images with much higher resolution.

Table 5. TEM and Chemisorption Analyses.

TEM Analysis H2 Chemisorption

DRu (%) dave (nm) V (cm3 g−1
Sample) DRu (%) dave (nm)

Ru-BC 35 3.7 0.18 7.4 18
Ru-OBC 50 2.6 0.34 13.9 9.5
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Metal dispersion can also be found from gas chemisorption. The results obtained for H2
chemisorption are summarized in Table 5. The amount of strongly adsorbed hydrogen on samples
“Ru-BC” and “Ru-OBC” were equal to 0.18 and 0.34 cm3 g−1

sample, respectively. Ru dispersion
values were also found equal to 7.4 and 13.9%. As with that observed by Lin et al. [46,47] and
Nguyen-Huy et al. [48], Ru dispersion of both samples measured by H2 chemisorption are significantly
lower than those obtained from TEM images. The size of ruthenium particles on samples “Ru-BC” and
“Ru-OBC” were respectively determined from H2 chemisorption as equal to 18 and 9.5 nm. In both
cases, Ru average particle size measured by chemisorption is higher than that obtained from TEM
analysis. Toebes et al. [45] also reported similar observation. The much lower dispersion of Ru
particles measured by H2 chemisorption and necessarily their higher average size are very likely
associated with anionic impurities such as Cl and N originating from the catalyst preparation. The
presence of these residuals may result in the blockage of the Ru sites from H2 molecules, necessitating
further H2 sorption and thereby overestimating the value of dave in Table 5 [47]. Whatever the method,
smaller particle size and therefore higher dispersion is observed when the oxidized biochar is used
as the catalyst support. The lower Ru dispersion of sample “Ru-BC” is likely associated with its
lower concentration of carboxylic groups (0.4 mmol g−1 presented in Table 1 [49]. This result strongly
suggests that the initially exchanged Ru ions serve as centers on which further Ru atoms aggregate
during the sintering process.
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Figure 3. EDX spectra and photographs of secondary electrons (SEM) for samples (a,b): “BC”,
(c,d): “OBC”; Back-scattered electrons (BSE) for samples (e): “Ru-BC”, (f): “Ru-OBC” (scale of 30 µm).
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2.3. X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

The full-range XPS surveys are presented in Figure 5a–c. Table 6 also summarizes the results
extracted from the surveys, representing the surface atomic percentages of the elements.

Table 6. The Results of XPS Survey (Atomic Percentages).

Sample Al2p Si2p Cl2p Ca2p Ru3p C1s N1s O1s Mn2p F1s Cu2p Zn2p
Ru3p

C

BC - - - - - 87 - 13 - - - - -
Ru-BC - - 0.7 - 8.8 54 9.4 27 - 0.1 - - 0.16
R-Ru-BC 1 - - 0.4 4.4 88.3 - 5.7 - - - 0.2 0.05
OBC - - - 0.9 - 75.3 - 23.5 0.2 - - 0.1 -
Ru-OBC - - 0.1 - 2.5 73.7 5.6 17.9 - 0.2 - - 0.04
R-Ru-OBC - 0.5 - 0.2 6 87.3 - 5.5 - - 0.5 - 0.07
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Figure 5. XPS analysis: (a) full-range surveys of biochar before and after oxidation (samples “BC”
and “OBC”); (b) full-range surveys of original biochar, loaded with Ru before and after reduction
(samples “Ru-BC” and “R-Ru-BC”); (c) full-range surveys oxidized biochar, loaded with Ru before and
after reduction (samples “Ru-OBC” and “R-Ru-OBC”); (d) C1s deconvolution of sample “BC”; (e) C1s

deconvolution of sample “Ru-BC”; (f) C1s deconvolution of sample “R-Ru-BC”; (g) C1s deconvolution
of sample “OBC”; (h) C1s deconvolution of sample “Ru-OBC”; (i) C1s deconvolution of sample
“R-Ru-OBC”.
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Minerals including Al, Si, Ca, Mn, Cu, and Zn found in some samples, are all corresponding to ash
content [50]. Chlorine, nitrogen, and fluorine were only detected on the non-reduced samples loaded
with Ru, stemming from contamination during the catalyst’s preparation. The anionic impurities were
all removed by in situ reduction prior to XPS analysis (see samples “R-Ru-BC” and “R-Ru-OBC” in
Table 6). The increase in oxygen fraction of sample “BC” from 13 to 23.5 at.% upon oxidation, is due
to its surface functionalization with carboxylic groups, which is in agreement with Boehm titration.
Oxygen increase of sample “BC” from 13 and 27 at.% is due to the oxygen atoms of ruthenium oxides
on the carbon surface. The decrease in the oxygen fraction of sample “OBC” after the impregnation
indicates that oxygenated functionalities participate in the cation adsorption. Owing to the reduction
of ruthenium oxides into the metallic form, oxygen fractions of samples “Ru-BC” and “Ru-OBC” were

significantly decreased in their reduced form (samples “R-Ru-BC” and “R-Ru-OBC”). The value of
Ru3p

C
in sample “Ru-BC”, contrary to sample “Ru-OBC”, was significantly reduced upon reduction from
0.16 to 0.05. This indicates that using non-oxidized biochar as catalyst support, Ru surface segregation
does take place upon Ru deposition on sample “BC”. This segregation is intensified upon heating in
hydrogen, suggesting that Ru is transferred in the biochar during hydrogen treatment. Preliminary
oxidation, actually, suppresses this segregation process, likely associated with an inward motion of Ru
ions during deposition, the electrostatic interaction acting as the driving force in this case [51–53].

The deconvolutions of C1s XPS photo lines in terms of atomic concentration of surface moieties
are presented in Figure 5d–i. The peak at a binding energy of 284.5 eV is assigned to carbon in
the moieties consisting of sp2-unsaturated C C, sp3-saturated C C, and C H [54]. The atomic
fraction of these moieties in sample “BC” was reduced by the impregnation. The signal of C O
bonds found at 286.6± 0.6 eV, was reduced from 12.4 to 2.3 at.%. Moreover, satellite peak of
aromatic π → π∗ observed at 290.3± 0.2 eV, decreased from 2.3 to 0.2 at.%. All these observations
suggest that cation interaction with C C bonds of aromatic rings and cation-exchange with hydroxyl
functionalities are both involved in Ru adsorption [55]. Oxidation of sample “BC” yielding sample
“OBC”, decreased the fraction of C O bonds from 12.4 to 7.5 at.%, while that of O C O in carboxylic
groups, found at 286.6± 0.6 eV, increased from 3 to 8.4 at.% (compare Figure 5d with Figure 5g.
This observation is associated with possible intramolecular reaction of oxygenated functionalities
under some conditions [56]. Thus, the fraction of carbon-carbon/hydrogen bonds were reduced in
favor of carbon-oxygen moieties. Due to ion-exchange with Ru(NH3) 2+

6 , the concentration of carboxylic
groups decreased after the impregnation of sample “OBC” with ruthenium. The unexpected increases
in the area of peaks associated with O C O and C O respectively observed upon the impregnation
of samples “BC” and “OBC”, might be related to ruthenium oxides whose peaks interfere with those
of these carbon groups. Sample reduction changed the Ru3d binding energies of ruthenium oxides
from 282± 3 and 286± 4 eV, to 280.0± 0.2 and 284.0± 0.1 eV, respectively (compare Figure 5e with
Figure 5f, and Figure 5h with Figure 5i. These changes are associated with RuO2 reduction into metallic
Ru [57]. The significant decrease in the fraction of carbon-oxygen bonds upon the reduction is possibly
related to these oxygen moieties being covered by Ru particles in addition to biochar reduction.

2.4. Hydrogenation of Furfural over Ru Supported on Oxidized Biochar

Catalytic activity of sample “R-Ru-OBC” was examined in the hydrogenation of furfural to
furfuryl alcohol under different reaction conditions, indicated in Figure 6.

The effects of temperature at a constant initial pressure (Pi
H2

= 1035 kPa) on the sample activity
are presented in Figure 6a. Performing the hydrogenation at 80 ◦C led to 65% furfuryl alcohol
selectivity (SFA) at 46% furfural conversion (XFF). 2-methylfuran with a yield of 16% (YMF) was
found as a byproduct. Increasing temperature from 80 to 105 ◦C raised XFF to 55%, improving SFA to
71%. Under the same conditions (i.e., T = 105 ◦C, Pi

H2
= 1035 kPa, mcat. = 400 mg per 50 mL volume

of reaction mixture, and t = 25 h), sample “R-Ru-BC” showed a lower activity, with XFF and SFA

respectively equal to 25 and 60% (not shown). Further temperature increase to 130 ◦C reduced the
conversion over sample “R-Ru-OBC”.
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Figure 6. Hydrogenation of furfural (1 g FF in 50 mLH2O), using sample “R-Ru-OBC” under different
reaction conditions of: (a) temperature (T), (80 to 130 ◦C), Pi

H2
= 1035 kPa, mcat. = 400 mg, t = 25 h.

(b) hydrogen pressure, (Pi
H2

) (345 to 1724 kPa), T = 105 ◦C, mcat. = 400 mg, t = 25 h. (c) mass of catalyst
(mcat.), (200 to 600 mg), T = 105 ◦C, Pi

H2
= 1035 kPa, t = 25 h. (d) time (t), 6.5 mm (5 to 45 h), T = 105 ◦C,

Pi
H2

= 1035 kPa, mcat. = 400 mg. ?Notations: Pi
H2

: initial H2 pressure, XFF: furfural conversion, SFA:
selectivity of furfuryl alcohol, SMF: selectivity of 2-methylfuran, YFA: yield of furfuryl alcohol, YMF:
yield of 2-methylfuran.

Figure 6b shows that raising Pi
H2

from 345 to 1724 kPa and keeping all other parameters constant,
increases XFF from 26 to 70%. As a result, FA selectivity decreased from 98 to 56%. Performing the
same reaction at 90 ◦C under H2 pressure of 500 kPa, Mironenko et al. [58] reported 100% FA selectivity
at only 8% FF conversion, using Ru catalyst supported on carbon nanotubes—CNTs.
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The effects of the catalyst mass on conversion and selectivity are shown in Figure 6c. Two blank
tests were performed at 105 ◦C under Pi

H2
of 1035 kPa for 24 h, one with no catalyst and one with

400 mg of oxidized biochar (sample “OBC”) (not shown). No FF conversion was observed in any of
the two cases. As shown in Figure 6c, only minor changes in FF conversion (XFF) were observed upon
increasing the catalyst mass. This unambiguously indicates that the rate of surface reaction is not the
rate-determining step, suggesting that H2 dissolution or diffusion in the reaction mixture is the likely
rate limiting step. This would be in line with XFF decreasing at T>105 ◦C (Figure 6a, and increasing
with hydrogen pressure (Figure 6b).

Figure 6d represents the effects of reaction time on conversion and selectivity. Increasing the time
from 5 to 25 h in otherwise similar conditions, enhanced FF conversion from 30 to 55%. No change
in the conversion was observed upon further time increase to 45 h. FA selectivity was significantly
reduced from 71 to 45%. The latter change strongly suggests that MF is a secondary product of
FA hydrogenation.

Based on the above observations, the literature proposed reaction pathways [18,59–62], have been
modified as described in Scheme 1.

Possible Ru cluster

Support
(carbon)

Ru

Ru

O

C

O

H

Furfural (FF)

F
F
+
2H· →

F
A

R
I

O

C H

H

OH

Furfuryl alcohol (FA)

O

C H

H

H

2-methylfuran (MF)

C
OHO

Carboxyl group

FA
+
2H
·→

H2
O+MF

R
II

Scheme 1. Possible pathways of furfural hydrogenation in this study redrawn from references [18,59–62].

As expected, the initial step of FF hydrogenation is going on metallic Ru particles.
A dehydrated intermediate of the FA product would be generated over surface acidic functional

groups of the oxidized biochar, and not necessarily on the Ru particles. Since the carbonaceous
support stores spilt over hydrogen atoms (see discussion of Figure 1), this intermediate may also be
hydrogenated to MF. The effect of increased FA selectivity at increasing catalyst content (Figure 6c
would be associated with a faster consumption of the dissolved hydrogen, leading to a decreased
surface concentration of spilt over hydrogen on the catalyst surface.

The likely control of primary reaction rate by hydrogen mass transfer suggests that the overall
reaction rate could be enhanced through an increase of the gas-liquid interface area. Moreover,
controlling the surface density of residual acid sites and increasing the mass of catalyst appear
as two independent means of increasing FA selectivity by decreasing the rate of secondary
hydrogenation to MF.

The values of FA selectivity under batch conditions of FF hydrogenation summarized in Table 7,
allow a comparison with literature [63–69]. It is found that the results of the present study, e.g., Entry 13
to 15 of Table 7, are among the very best catalysts reported in the literature. Water was found as the
most convenient solvent. A comparison with Ru supported on carbonaceous materials shows that the
simply oxidized biochar (OBC) is a viable alternative to the advanced and sophisticated ones such as
activated carbon (AC) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs).
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Table 7. Comparison of Catalyst Performance with Literature Data.

Entry Catalyst Pres. Temp. t
(

Metal
FF

)a

i
Solvent XFF

b SFA
c SMF

d Ref.

(kPa) (◦C) h mmol/mol (%) (%) (%)

1 Ru/Al2O3 (2.2 wt.%) 500 30 4 21.5 H2O 23 95 0 [63]
2 Ru/ZrO2 (1.7 wt.%) 500 30 3 16.6 H2O 28 97 0
3 Ru/AC (3 wt.%) 1250 90 5 14.7 H2O 85 47 0 [64]
4 Ru/C (5 wt.%) 2040 180 10 24.5 2-propanol 95 <1 64 [65]
5 Ru/CNTs (1.5 wt.%) 2000 90 24 1.3 H2O 14 88 0 [58]
6 Ru/CB (1.5 wt.%) 2000 90 24 1.3 H2O 5 63 0
7 Ru/Al2O3 (4 wt.%) 1000 20 5 6.5 H2O 28 100 0 [66]
8 Pd/AC (5 wt.%) 2000 150 4 2 C2H4O2/C7H8 42 35 0 [67]
9 Pd/Al2(SiO3)3 (5 wt.%) 2000 150 4 2 C2H4O2/C7H8 57 53 0
10 Cu/SiO2 (11.5 wt.%) 1000 110 5 10.3 2-propanol 1 100 0 [68]
11 Cu/Al (2) e 6000 200 4 900 e Octane 33 32 0 [69]
12 Cu/Fe (2) 6000 200 4 900 Octane 97 16 37
13 Ru/OBC (2.2 wt.%) 1035 105 5 8.6 H2O 30 80 20 This work
14 Ru/OBC (2.2 wt.%) 1035 105 25 12.9 H2O 53 93 7
15 Ru/OBC (2.2 wt.%) 1724 105 25 8.6 H2O 70 56 44

a Initial mole ratio of metal to furfural, before reaction; * In the present work, this ratio is 4.3, 8.6, and 12.9 mmol mol−1 using 200, 400, and 600 mg of sample
“R-Ru-OBC”, respectively; b Furfural conversion; c Furfuryl alcohol selectivity; d 2-methylfuran selectivity; e Cu molar ratio.
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3. Experimental

3.1. Materials and Methods

Chemicals were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich® Co. (Oakville, ON, Canada) and Alfa Aesar
(Fisher Scientific™ Inc. (Ottawa, ON, Canada)). Gases were acquired from Praxair Inc. of Canada.
Biochar sample designated as “BC” was provided by Pyrovac Inc. (Saint-Lambert-de-Lauzon, QC,
Canada), and produced using the pyrolysis process described elsewhere [42].

Oxidation was performed in multiple steps under flowing steam and air at 230 ◦C. About 4 g of
sample was placed in the center of a furnace using stainless steel sample holder. Temperature was
raised with heating ramp of 3 ◦C min−1. Boehm titration was used to quantify the concentration of total
acidic functional groups (CAFG), as described elsewhere [38]. The best results in terms of the highest
value of CAFG equal to 6.8± 0.2 mmol g−1

biochar, were obtained for 4 h of sample oxidation under the
conditions described below.

At 230 ◦C, air was fed into the reactor at a flow rate of 180± 10 cm3 min−1 for 1 h. The temperature
detected by a thermocouple on sample surface was suddenly raised and reached 375 ◦C after 40 min
under flowing air, and then dropped off very slowly. After 1 h of air injection when the recorded
temperature was still of 345 ◦C, steam at 230 ◦C was fed to the reactor keeping the air flow. This step
was considered to control the raise in temperature arising from the biochar heat of combustion.
The temperature monitored from sample surface went back to 230 ◦C after 30 min of steam injection.
After 2 h of the steam injection, the sample was held in the reactor for an extra hour under dry air,
while no change in the final recorded temperature was observed. The oxidized sample was designated
as sample “OBC”.

3.2. Catalysts Preparation and Reaction Procedures

A Ru loading of 2.5 wt.% was targeted in the synthesis of catalysts. Around 272 mg of Ru(NH3)6Cl2
was added to 1 L of distilled water mixed with 10 mL of NH4OH (35 wt.%), to prevent the hydrolysis
of ruthenium cations. About 4 g of samples “BC” or “OBC” were separately added to the prepared
solutions, mixed for 24 h, and then filtered. The filtrates were analyzed by ICP, and the solids were
dried overnight at 75 ◦C. The catalyst particle size was about 105 µm (a sieve no. 140). Samples “BC”
and “OBC” loaded with ruthenium were designated as “Ru-BC” and “Ru-OBC”, respectively.

The catalytic activity was investigated in the hydrogenation of furfural using a high-pressure
autoclave reactor, connected to a pressurized pure hydrogen cylinder. Reaction mixture was prepared
by vigorously mixing 1 g of FF in 50 mL deionized water. Prior to each reaction test, the catalyst was
first reduced at 450 ◦C (heating ramp of 7 ◦C min−1) for 2 h, using a 20 mL min−1 flow of pure hydrogen.
The reduced catalyst was cooled down to room temperature under flowing hydrogen, and immediately
transferred to the reaction mixture. The reactor was sealed, and slowly purged with pure hydrogen for
30 min. It was then pressurized to the desired pressure, followed by rising temperature to a targeted
value. The mixture was continuously agitated. To stop the reaction, the reactor was first placed in a
bath of iced water, then slowly depressurized. The reaction mixtures were separated from catalysts by
filtration. Furfural conversion (X), furfuryl alcohol selectivity (SFA) and yield (YFA) were established
using Equations (1)–(3):

X = (
nc

FF
ni

FF
)× 100 (1)

SFA = (
nFA
nc

FF
)× 100 (2)

YFA = X× SFA × 100 (3)

ni
FF and nc

FF are the initial and the total consumed moles of furfural, respectively. nFA is the number of
moles of furfuryl alcohol.
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3.3. Analyses

Surface area and pore size distribution of catalyst samples were obtained from nitrogen
adsorption-desorption isotherms analysis using a Quantachrome NOVA 2000 surface area analyzer.
Sample degassing was performed at 300 ◦C for 48 h under vacuum. Adsorption-desorption isotherms
were analyzed using the Quantachrome Autosorb 1 software (version 1.55). Specific surface area was
obtained using BET equation. Pore size distribution was established using BJH method and the Density
Functional Theory (DFT) (two approaches of Non-Linear (NLDFT) and Quenched Solid (QSDFT)).

Elemental analysis was obtained by CHN and Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission
Spectrometry (ICP-OES) analyses, using a LECO CHN 628 series elemental analyzer (LECO Inc.,
St. Joseph, MI, USA) and an Agilent 5110 SVDV spectrometer (Agilent Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA),
respectively.

Samples were analyzed by Temperature-Programmed Reduction (TPR) using an (ASDI, RXM-100
model) analyzer. The results were collected using the ASDI software (version 4.12). About 100 mg of
sample was placed in a quartz U-shaped tube reactor. Temperature was raised from room temperature
to 450 ◦C at a heating ramp of 7 ◦C min−1 and kept under pure flowing argon for 2 h. The sample
was then cooled down to room temperature under flowing argon. TCD signal was recorded upon
heating the sample from room temperature to 625 ◦C under flowing 5 vol.% H2 in Ar. Reaching 625 ◦C,
the sample was held for an extra hour. Moisture leaving the sample surface was trapped prior to the
TCD, in a long loop immersed in a bath of dry ice/ethanol.

Ruthenium dispersion was measured by pulse H2-chemisorption using an AutoChem II
chemisorption analyzer of Micromeritics Inc. To ascertain the metallic form of ruthenium, 100 mg
sample was first heated to 450 ◦C with heating ramp of 8 ◦C min−1 and kept for 2 h under flowing
pure hydrogen at a flow rate of 40 mL min−1. It was then cooled down to room temperature after
switching H2 to pure Ar. The first sorption of 5 vol.% H2 in Ar was performed at 75 ◦C as suggested by
Shen et al. [70], using a 100 µL loop. Then, the sample was again heated to 350 ◦C to remove reversibly
adsorbed hydrogen atoms, cooled down to 75 ◦C, and followed by a second sorption in the same
conditions. The stoichiometric ratio of H/Ru was considered equal to 1. The difference in the volume
of adsorbed H2 between the first and the second sorptions indicates the amount of strongly adsorbed
hydrogen. Dispersion and particle average size calculations were made from this amount, using
Refs. [45,71].

The morphology of samples was investigated using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
equipped with Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) and a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM)
(JSM-840A and JEM-1230 JEOL series microscopes, respectively). For SEM analysis, the dried specimen
was mounted on a copper sample holder, then sputtered with palladium and gold in a vacuum
chamber. For samples loaded with Ru, the specimen surface was first examined with SEM electron
back-scattering. The EDX signals were thus recorded from places of interest using SEM secondary
images. For TEM analysis, dried specimen in form of fine powder was first suspended in methanol.
The solution was then deposited on a nickel grid support, followed by drying at room temperature.
TEM images were processed using MATLAB® software (MathWorks Inc., version R2018a), to determine
the particle size distribution of Ru, assuming spherical particles. Ruthenium dispersion (%D) was
determined from TEM photographs using Equation (4) [72]:

%D = 6
Vm/Sm

dave
× 100 (4)

Vm and Sm are the volume and the surface occupied by a Ru atom equal to 1.36× 10−2 nm3 and
6.35× 10−2 nm2, respectively. The average Ru particle diameter was obtained from dave =

∑ yidi
∑ yi

using
TEM images, where yi is the frequency of a particle with diameter di.

The surface chemistry of sample specimen was investigated by quantitative X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS) analysis using an ESCA spectrometer (Shimadzu Kratos AXIS-Ultra instrument,
Shimadzu Inc., Wharfside Manchester, UK). The deconvolution of XPS spectra was obtained by setting
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binding energy scales to 284.5± 0.1 eV for graphitic carbon C1s, using Gaussian-Lorentzian (GL) curve
fitting. The XPS results were then treated using the CasaXPS software (version 2.3.15). Samples
“Ru-BC” and “Ru-OBC”, were analyzed before (as made) and after reduction. The reduced samples
were respectively designated as “R-Ru-BC” and “R-Ru-OBC”. Reduction was performed prior to the
XPS analysis under conditions suggested by TPR analysis namely at 450 ◦C for 2 h with a heating ramp
of 7 ◦C min−1 under pure flowing hydrogen.

In the catalytic tests, the concentrations of the reactant and products were obtained in g L−1

according to calibration curves obtained from standard solutions of detected components, using a
Varian CP-3800 Gas Chromatograph (GC).

4. Conclusions

There have always been very strong demands for catalysts in the stabilization of bio-based oils,
necessitating further research and development in the preparation of these materials. Considering
pyrolysis biochar as an inexpensive catalyst support, the main problem of this material is the lack of
favorable physico-chemical surface properties. In the present investigation, we have shown that in
comparison with complex chemical activation methods, very simple mild oxidation of a pyrolysis
biochar using a mixture of air and steam is a successful approach for the valorization of this material
as catalyst support. By the use of a proper metal precursor adsorbed as cations from aqueous solutions,
the oxidized biochar is effectively impregnated via an initial ion-exchange, owing to its surface
carboxylic functional groups. Under the same impregnation conditions, the oxidized biochar showed
about 84% higher Ru content than the unoxidized one. Moreover, TEM and H2 chemisorption both
showed that biochar mild oxidation doubles the dispersion of Ru particles. XPS analysis revealed
that biochar oxidation also prevents Ru particles from surface segregation. As a result, under same
conditions of furfural hydrogenation to furfuryl alcohol, Ru supported on the oxidized biochar showed
higher activity than the unoxidized one.
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